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IIJ;J- Indirect Proofs (Part 1) 
Write the first step of an indirect proof of the given statement. 

1) A number g is divisible by 2. 

/li5v!N- h~"::f /1W/ "' -""'~,-cJ /:S 4<~'/ Rf'f~M,~ :; Z _ 

2) There are more than three red houses on the block. 

hfi-~ ~(N'"-'7 ~ ~ ~~ ~ 3 ~/ Api/K-.5 d>1 4 ~4?K. 

3) MBC is equilateral. 

_A.-.;A<- ~"/"'j ,K./ ,Jff6C- /s fo~-

4) mLB ~ 90 

/kfr""'- ~"/217 ~ m£6/- 90 

5. L.C is not a right angle. 

fo>VIM Ay-/;j 1£.1 L-C /s ec 'j),j- a-;JI£. 
6) There are less than 15 pounds of apples in the basket. 

/hiV~W ~tJ""'-j -H../ ~r<.- /s· ~cj /~-'Is "/ '7/-k>-

7) If the number ends in 4, then it is not divisible by 5. 

/k_$(/1'1-<-- ~r-.:r~, rf ~ ""'....kr e,./5 h 4j' ~/I g tltvt;;;j!£ tJ.7. 
8) If MN ~ NO , then point N is on the perpendicular bisector of MO. 

;/~sv,.._,_ ~/Aj J /I' /fi/1 E: ;i0 J /4- /"'Af- AI is _!!!.! JJn :11(._ _j__ ~/s. o/ ;/§ 

9) If two right triangles have congruent hypotenuses and one pair of congruent legs, then the triangles are 
congruent. 

;!~~vAL- ~or,~'j . . . ~ . . ) -!4r ~ 1/lan./k ~ q,-.c ~ c:cnJ'/t/e'/1/~ 

1 0) If two parallel lines are intersected by a transversal, then alternate interior angles are congruent. 

/ls; ''""' ~tMI/'!J _ .. . --. 
1 

-/k.n. 11-!4 ~ R~_! c-. J/v-.e../. 



11) Fill in the blanks to prove the following statement: In right L1ABC, mLB + mLC = 90. 

Given: right MBC B 

Prove: mLB + mLC = 90 

AL...L....----..;:,.( 

Assume temporarily that mLB + m L C f f() . If mLB + mLC J. f() 

then m.LA + mLB + mLC tift} . According to the Triangle Angle Sum 

Theorem, m.LA + mLB + mL C = /dt) . This contradicts the previous 

statement, so the temporary assumption is /k~~ 
Therefore, ml-151 /1'/t C,;:::. f'O 

12) Use indirect reasoning to eliminate all but one of the following answers. In what year was In what year was 
Barack Obama born? 

1~ 

Identify the two statements that contradict each other. 

13) I. MBC is acute. 

14) I. mLB ~ 90 

I. 1ctoria has art class from 
9:00 to 10:00 on Mond y..s . 

17) I. ~MNO is acute. 

19) 

II. ~BC is scalene. 

II. Victoria has math class from 
10:30 to 11:30 on Mondays. 

orthocenter for ~MNO are 

different points. 

. The median for MBC is 

inside the triangle. 

Ill. FA and AC do not intersect. 

. MBC such that LC is acute . 


